
QWIK FIX®
SKIRT SEALING SYSTEM

The QWIK FIX SKIRT SEALING is a simple and effective two-

part skirting system that prevents dust and spillage and

reduce clean-up and maintenance costs at installations.

The QWIK FIX conveyor skirting system can easily be

retrofitted to your existing chute walls. Stitch weld the steel

back plates to the chute wall, insert the skirting into the

serrated slots, and adjust the skirting to the belt.

The skirt material is superior quality press moulded rubber

which gives a much longer life than conventional conveyor

skirting.

The skirting can be easily adjusted pushing down or tapping

with a mallet which means minimum down time. The worn-

out skirt can be just peeled-away for replacement. Sealing

strips come in lengths of 1 meter or 200mm long segments

with overlapping joints, for a spillage free sealing.

SPECIFICATIONS

Type of Sealing Continuous Segmented

Maximum Service

Temp. F (Deg. C)
Continuous - 160 Continuous - 160

Hardness 

(shore A)
55 +/- 5 55 +/- 5

Max. Belt Speed 

Fpm (m/s)
900 (4.6) 900 (4.6)

Data Sheet 
Release Ver.171105

SALIENT FEATURES

➢ Fastener free design, No nuts, bolts, clamps or
fasteners to worry about.

➢ Available in many sizes, thickness and
compounds to suit various working conditions.

➢ Segmented and continuous design to meet
various installation requirements.

➢ Overlapping design for the joints, for a spillage
free sealing.

➢ Self - adjusting rubber contours and flexes
with the belt to prevent dust leakage.

➢ Less frequent inspection and minimal
maintenance required for the skirt.

QWIK 
FIX



Spare Rubber Skirt-

Continuous
TQF-SP-RB-X-C

Spare Rubber Skirt-

Segmented
TQF-SP-RB-X-S

Back Plate -3 mm thick TQF-SP-BP-T1

Back Plate - 5 mm thick TQF-SP-BP-T2

SPECIFICATIONS

* Replace 1st X with3 for 3mm back plate and 5 for 5mm back plate.

Replace 2nd X with N if operating temperature is <700 C & H if operating temperature is <700 C.

** Replace X with N if operating temperature is <700 C & H if operating temperature is <700 C

ACCESSORIES & SPARES

Type of Seal Assembly P/N*
Skirt Thickness 

in. (mm)

Dim A

in. (mm)

Dim B

in. (mm)

Dim C

in. (mm)

Dim D

in. (mm)

Continuous TQF-X-X-C 0.75 (20) 40 (1021) 4 (105) 40 (1021) 6.5 (165)

Segmented TQF-X-X-S 0.75 (20) 40 (1021) 4 (105) 8 (200) 8 (200)

THEJO offers a complete package including design, supply,

consultancy, technical support, service back-up and

maintenance to assure that our clients will obtain the best

benefits at the lowest cost for any trouble shooting and

improvement needed in the plant

QWIK FIX ®
SKIRT BOARD SEALING

GLOBAL NETWORK
• Australia • Brazil • Chile 

• India • Saudi Arabia

The Assurance of More...

* For more information please contact your nearest Thejo representative.
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